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Abstract

The force-displacement behavior of masonry elements depends on the proper-

ties of their constituents, mortar and unit, as well as on their typology, i.e.,

the shape and sizeof the units and the patterns they generate. Up until now,

only few numerical studies investigated the influence of the masonry typology

on the mechanical properties of the masonry. The lack of research is caused

by both the difficulty of generating specific stone masonry typologies, which

vary depending on geographical regions, construction periods, and building

technology, and the difficulty of conducting detailed micro-modeling analyses.

Building on our recent developments of a typology generator and a detailed

micro-modeling method basedon cohesiveelements, we investigate the relation

between masonry typology and maximum shear resistance. After calibration

of the model for shear-compressiontests, the study examines the validity of

Mann and Müller’s theory at the nonlinear stage, clarifies the role of the line of

minimum trace in characterizing effective interlocking, and investigatesthe cor-

relation of maximum shear resistancewith various indexes. We show that the

effect of the interlocking between units on the shear strength is overestimated

by the Mann-Müller model. This study providesa fundamental contribution to

our understanding of the influence of masonry typology on the masonry shear

strength.
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1. Introduction

Masonry is among the oldest construction materials and was used to con-

struct many of today’s cultural heritages. Due to the low strength and quasi-

brittle behavior of the material, masonry buildings are amongthe most vulnera-

ble structures under earthquakeloading (D’Ayala and Speranza,2003;Grünthal,5

1998). A good understanding of their seismicbehavior is required to plan effec-

tive strengthening interventions and preservethe appearanceand fabric of such

cultural heritage. However, understanding the mechanical behavior of masonry

elements is a long-standing challenge in civil engineering (Roca et al., 2010).

The force displacement behavior of masonry elements depends on the proper-10

ties of their constituents, mortar and unit, aswell ason their typology, i.e., the

shapeand sizeof the units, i.e., brick or stone, and the patterns they generate.

This paper focuseson the influence of the latter, masonry typology. Masonry

typology varies considerably depending on geographical regions, construction

periods, and building technology. Up until now, relatively little researchhas15

been dedicated to study its influence on the mechanical properties of masonry,

especially for irregular stone masonry. Until today, the influence of the ma-

sonry typology on masonry strength was mainly studied experimentally, but

this approach has its limits due to the large number of masonry typologies that

exist and the large costs of experimental tests. Numerical simulations could20

allow investigation of a large range of masonry typologies provided the model

can represent the micro-structures with sufficient detail and can reproduce its

mechanical behavior.

When modeling masonry elements,modelswith three levelsof sophistication

arenormally distinguished, i.e., macro-modeling, simplified micro-modeling, and25

detailed micro-modeling. Macro-modeling is by far the most common strategy
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for engineeringpractice. It treats masonry as a homogeneousmaterial (Milani,

2011) and often relies on experimental tests to provide necessaryinformation

for the constitutive law of the masonry. Methods that can accountexplicitly for

the masonry pattern are the simplified micro-model (Senthivel and Lourenço,30

2009;Wilding et al., 2017)and the detailed micro-model (Pina-Henriques, 2005;

Vandoren et al., 2013;Zhang et al., 2017). In the former, mortar joints are mod-

eled as zero thickness interface elementswhile in the latter, mortar, units, i.e.,

brick or stone, and sometimesalso interfaces are modeled explicitly. With the

advent of advancednumerical models and the increaseof computational power,35

the detailed micro-modeling approach is becomingmore and more popular. The

detailed micro-modeling approach is particularly suitable for simulating irregu-

lar stone masonry typologies. This paper is basedon our previous work on the

detailed micro-modeling approach with cohesiveelements (the numerical for-

mulation is briefly reviewed in Section 2), which has the advantageof explicitly40

representing cracks and inter-facial damage.

Apart from the complexity of the simulation technique, another difficulty

that hinders studying the influence of the masonry typology is the need to

systematically generatemasonry patterns. Brick masonry patterns can be read-

ily generated, which facilitated a pioneering study on brick masonry typology45

(Calderini et al., 2010) in which the diagonal compressionstrengthswith various

side loading for different bricks are investigated. The classicalmechanicalmodel

proposedby Mann and Müller explains the influenceof brick masonry typologies

on shearresistance,and hasbeenwidely usedto predict the strength of masonry

walls with different unit dimensions(Chaimoon and Attard, 2007;Magenesand50

Calvi, 1997). However, it has not been validated in the nonlinear range. For

stone masonry, generation of masonry typologies is more difficult and previous

studies mostly focusedon only one specific masonry layout (Zhang et al., 2017;

Senthivel and Lourenço, 2009) or on stonemasonry with rectangular units (Mi-

lani and Lourenço, 2010; Cavalagli et al., 2013). One study that investigated55

the influence of masonry typology on the seismicresponseof masonry buildings

is by Cundari and Milani (2013), who usedmulti-step models for the pushover
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analysis of in-plane loadedhistorical masonry walls for a specific irregular stone

masonry typology. The structure is simplified as an equivalent frame model,

composedby structural members, i.e., piers and spandrels, which are assumed60

to be elastoplastic. The maximum resistanceof eachstructural member is esti-

mated by limit analysis upper bound finite element approach and is influenced

by the masonry typology.

Several researchgroups have studied the influence of masonry typology ex-

perimentally in recent years. Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009) have conducted65

shear-compression tests on three different typologies. Almeida et al. (2012)

studied the compressivecyclic behavior of masonry wall with different textures.

In these studies, masonry typology was shown to have a significant influence

on the masonry mechanical behavior. However, the relation between masonry

typology and masonry strength is still not clear. Though the Line of Minimum70

Trace (LMT) (Almeida et al., 2016;Calderini et al., 2010;Doglioni et al., 2009)

is proposed to quantitatively characterize stone masonry typologies and used

as an input when determining Masonry Quality Index (MQI) which has been

correlated to masonry shearstrength (Borri and De Maria, 2009). No previous

study has investigated numerically and quantitatively the correlation between75

the texture of stone masonry and its shear resistance.

In this study, after calibrating our detailed micro model with Vasconcelos

and Lourenço (2009)’s tests on "irregular masonry" (Section 4), we start our

investigation with analyzing regular masonry typologies. For the first time,

the classical model by Mann and Müller is examined for the nonlinear force-80

displacement behavior of masonry. More specifically, it is investigated whether

the key assumptionsof the model by Mann and Müller hold at maximum shear

resistance(Section 5). The influencesof unit aspect ratio, bond pattern, mortar

thickness and size effect are considered. To transit to irregular stone masonry,

we further study the influence of the unit shape, changing from rectangular to85

ellipse, by which the essential conditions for effective interlocking are discussed

(subsection 5.4). For stone masonry, we investigate the correlation between
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maximum shear resistanceand various indexes, including LMT. The most im-

portant findings are recapitulated in the conclusion section (Section 6).

2. Numerical framework90

The finite element analysis is conducedwith the open sourcelibrary Akantu

(Richart and Molinari, 2015). The numerical framework hasbeenintroduced in

Zhang et al. (2017) and is only briefly reviewed in this section.

After spatial discretization basedon finite elements,we can obtain the fol-

lowing well-known relation

M u + F int = F ext (1)

where M represent the mass matrix, u is the vector indicating acceleration,

F ext representsexternal load, and F int indicates internal forces.95

For time integration, the secondorder central differencemethod is adopted,

basedon which the displacement um +1, velocity _um +1, accelerationum+1 of

time stepm + 1 is estimated by quantities at time stepm

um+1 = um + t _um + 1
2
t2 um (2)

um+1 = M 1(F ext
m + 1 F int

m + 1 ) (3)

_um+1 = _um + 1
2
t ( um+1 + um ) (4)

To ensurestability, the following restriction for time stepneedsto be satisfied

t <
le
c

(5)

in which t is the constant time step, c is the longitudinal wavespeed,le is the

characteristic length of the minimum element, is a safety factor, chosento be

0:15 here.

In this study, weassumethat material nonlinearity only comesfrom cohesive

elements (Ren and Li, 2012) while an isotropic elastic relation is used for bulk

elements. F int is calculated by the spatial integration of stresseswithin bulk

elementsand tractions within cohesiveelements, for which an extrinsic cohesive
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zone model (Camacho and Ortiz, 1996) is used here, which means cohesive

elements are not present in the mesh when the simulation begins and cohesive

elements will be inserted once the stress exceedsthe threshold (Camacho and

Ortiz, 1996).
effc > c (6)

where c indicates the material tensile strength, effc is a norm calculated from

the stress state (Camacho and Ortiz, 1996).100

After insertion, the mechanical behavior of cohesiveelements is governedby

the traction-separation law. In this study, we adopted the traction-separation

law proposed by Snozzi and Molinari (2013), for which

T = (Ts ; Tn ) = 2 t; n
T (7)

whereTs and Tn are two componentsof traction T in the tangential direction s

and the normal direction n of the cohesiveelement, respectively. The parameter

represents the ratio of fracture energies of Mode II and Mode I, i.e., =

Gc;I I =Gc;I ,
indicates the ratio betweencohesion(shear strength) and tensile

strength and T is a scalar norm determined by cohesiveopening from a linear105

traction-separation law (Snozzi and Molinari, 2013).

3. Typology generator and line of minimum trace

As indicated in the introduction, one corner stone which was missing when

investigating masonry typologies is the ability to systematically generatestone

patterns for each typology. To address this problem, we recently proposed a110

typology generator (Zhang et al., 2018a). One illustrative example is shown in

Figure 1. The construction of the masonry typology can be divided into two

stages,i.e., the construction of a joint pattern (Figure 1a), and an erosionprocess

to create the mortar layer (Figure 1b). With different parameters,the generator

is able to create different typologies. Typical samplesfor five typologies in the115

Italian code are shown in Figure 2 (Zhang et al., 2018a).
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Oneparameter to differentiate masonry typologies quantitatively is the Line

of Minimum Trace (LMT) (Almeida et al., 2016;Calderini et al., 2010;Doglioni

(a) a joint pattern (b) after erosion process

Figure 1: Examples of stone patterns generated by the typology generator
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Figure 2: Generated samples for five typologies of the Italian code.

et al., 2009), which characterizes the degreeof interlocking betweenstones. The

generalizeddefinition of the LMT is (Zhang et al., 2018a)

LMT = min( distance along the edge+ distancethrough the mortar)
direct distance betweentwo points

(8)

in which is the index representing the difference between the interface and

mortar strength. The traditional LMT is computedfor = 1 and for a vertical

base line. However, the diagonal direction is also used (Calderini et al., 2010).

For the examplein Figure 1, the two LMTs for different -values are illustrated120

below in Figure 3.

An index for characterizing the irregularity of the shapeof the stonesis the

block area ratio, defined by the ratio of unit area with regard to the smallest

bounding box around the stone. The block area ratio is thus defined by

block area ratio =
P

i A
i
sP

i A ib
(9)

in which Ais is the area of stone i and Aib is the area of the minimum bounding

box. An illustration example is shown in Figure 4, in which the red rectangles

are minimum bounding boxes for the stones. The stones touching the edgeare

not consideredto eliminate boundary effect.125
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Figure 3: Indicating line of minimum trace

Figure 4: Illustrating bounding boxes of the stones

Though LMT has been put forward to quantitatively characterize the ma-

sonry typology, no previous study has investigated the correlation betweenLMT

and masonry strength. The correlation betweendifferent indexesand maximum

shear resistancewill be investigated in Section 6. The code for generating dif-

ferent masonry typologies, calculating LMT, and transforming pictures to FEM130

mesh is publicly available on c4science(https://c4science.ch/diffusion/5485/).
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4. Calibration of the model for shear-compression test

The proposed numerical model has been validated for shear tests in Zhang

et al. (2018b), diagonal compression tests in Zhang et al. (2017), and compres-

sion tests in Zhang et al. (2018a). To further validate the model, we simulate135

shear-compressiontests by Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009) on irregular stone

masonry walls.

In this test series,the wall is subjected to cyclesof horizontal top displace-

ment while the compressionload on the wall is maintained constant throughout

each test. Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009) tested sevendifferent walls of ir-140

regular stone masonry under three different compression levels, i.e., 0:500MPa

(two walls), 0:875MPa (three walls), and 1:250MPa (two walls). The load

is introduced by a loading beam on top of the wall. The rotation is free at

the top of the loading beam and the wall is therefore tested under cantilever

boundary conditions. Since the numerical model has not yet been validated145

for cyclic loading, we compare the simulation results only with the envelope

of experimental force-displacement relation in Figure 5. We use for all walls

the samemicro-structure, for which the mesh is constructed by transforming

the schematic drawing in Figure 1b in Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009) into a

Gmsh file using a Matlab routine we have developed in Zhang et al. (2018a).150

Senthivel and Lourenço (2009) constructed a mesh without mortar for a sim-

plified micro-modeling analysis and obtained a good agreement between the

numerical simulation results and the experimental results. One difficulty faced

by advanced simulations is the determination of material properties, e.g., Sen-

thivel and Lourenço (2009) adjusted the elastic stiffness of interfaces to fit the155

experimental results.

The material properties used in our simulation are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1 lists the valuesassumedfor the Young’s modulus E, the Poisson’s ratio

and the density for unit and mortar, while Table 2 includes information

on the tensile strength f t , the cohesion c, the fracture energy associated to160

first mode of fracture GI
c and to the secondmode GII

c as well as the friction
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coefficient for cohesiveelements.Apart from the limited information provided

by experiments, as shown in Table 1, we make the following assumptions: (1)

the mortar is assumedto be 3 times stronger than the interface (Zhang et al.,

2017); (2) the ductility index GI
c=f t is chosen to be the same as in Senthivel165

and Lourenço (2009); (3) the ratio of GII
c =GI

c is set to be 10; (4) for the friction

coefficient, a typical value of 0.5 is selected for mortar and interface; (5) the

cohesion is assumedto be 1.5 times stronger than the tensile strength. Based

on those assumptions, the material properties are selected by choosing a value

for f t , which leadsto a goodmatch of the numerical simulation results with the170

experimental observation in terms of maximum force capacity of the walls.

It should benoted that evenunder the samecompressionand for the samety-

pology, a large discrepancy is observed among experimental force-displacement

relations, e.g., the coefficient of variations for peak strengths of experimental

tests are 5%, 13%, and 5% for compression 0:500MPa, 0:875MPa, 1:250MPa,175

respectively. This variability is typical for the strength of stonemasonry walls

Vanin et al. (2017). Part of this difference comes from the slightly different

stone layouts between the walls and the variation of material properties across

the masonry panel (Zhang et al., 2017). For the sakeof simplicity and due to

lack of more detailed information, we assumehere that all walls have the same180

layout and the material properties are uniform acrossthe specimen. While com-

paring the simulation results with experiments,we plot both loading directions

in the same plot, i.e., we do not distinguish between the loading directions.

Each subfigure shows therefore two curves representing numerical results ob-

tained for loading in the positive and negative direction and four or six courses185

representing envelopesfrom experimental testing (four curves for N = 0.500

and 1:250MPa for which two walls each were tested, and six curves for N =

0:875MPa for which three walls were tested). Note, to better represent the sim-

ulation results, herea Blackman window is applied to the force-deform curve to

eliminate high frequency content. It can be seenthat there is a relatively good190

match between the simulation results and the experimental results.
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Figure 6 comparesthe failure modesobtained from simulation to the crack

patterns observedin the experiments. The figure showsthat the failure modes

change with the compression level. Under low compression (0:500MPa), the

specimen displays a flexural failure (Figure 6a). With higher compression195

(0:875MPa, 1:250MPa), shearcracksstart to dominate the failure mode (Figure

6c, e). It should be noted that, similar to the force displacement relation, the
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Figure 5: Comparing the numerical simulation results with envelopsof hysteresiscurves from

experiments

Table 1: Simulation of shear-compressiontests by Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009): Assumed

elastic properties for unit and mortar

E (MPa) (kg=m3)

unit 20 200a 0.2a 2 600b

mortar 170 0.2 1 800

aParameter taken from Senthivel and Lourenço (2009)
bParameter taken from Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009)

Table 2: Simulation of shear-compressiontests by Vasconcelosand Lourenço (2009): Assumed

inelastic properties for unit, mortar and interface

ft (MPa) c (MPa) GI
c (N=m) GII

c (N=m)

unit 2.00 4.00 2 000 20 000 0.75

mortar 0.60 0.90 120 1 200 0.5

interface 0.20 0.30 40 400 0.5
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crack patterns observed for specimenstested at the samecompression level are

not identical (Vasconcelosand Lourenço, 2009). Considering the similarity in

micro-structure among different specimens,the difference is most likely caused200

by the spatial variation of material properties, as demonstrated in Zhang et al.

(2017).

The comparison in Figures 5 and 6 shows that our model based on cohe-

sive elements well captures the failure modes for shear-compression test. In

the following section, we further investigate the relation between the masonry205

typology and shearstrength.
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(a) experiment, 0:500MPa (b) simulation, 0:500MPa

(c) experiment, 0:875MPa (d) simulation, 0:875MPa

(e) experiment, 1:250MPa (f) simulation, 1:250MPa

Figure 6: Comparison of typical crack pattern: left, experiments Vasconcelos(2005); right,

simulation.
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5. Understanding the influence of interlocking t hrough variation of

masonry typologies

Up to now, the most widely accepted explanation for interlocking is the

well-knownMann and Müller’s theory (Mann and Müller, 1982;Calderini et al.,210

2010), which is developed for brick masonry and is based on the following as-

sumptions

1. The stress transfer via head joints is negligible.

2. The shearstressis uniformly distributed along the bed joint; the compres-

sive stressis uniform along the overlapping length between two units.215

3. The strength of the wall is predicted by the stressstate at one“point”, more

precisely, the stress state of one overlapped joint considering assumption

2. Stress redistribution caused by nonlinear material properties is not

considered.

The possibility of brick failure is omitted here for simplicity, by setting a rel-

atively high strength and fracture energy for the brick. Following these as-

sumptions, the stressdistribution on onebrick is shown in Figure 7, which also

illustrates the double bending boundary condition of the masonry wall, which

is used for the numerical simulations, and the dimensions of the unit and the

specimen. In Figure 7, = 2h=l indicates the influence of interlocking, with

h and l being the height and width of the unit. Following Figure 7, the shear

resistancepredicted by Mann and Müller’s theory is

= c
1+

+
1+ y (10)

in which c is the cohesion and is the friction coefficient of the bed joints,220

usually evaluated through the triplet test (Zhang et al., 2018b).

Due to the difficulties of performing detailed micro-modeling analysis, no

previous study has validated Mann and Müller’s theory in the nonlinear range.

In the following part of this section, weevaluate the accuracyof Equation 10 by

comparing FEM simulation results for different unit sizesand different material225

parameters (subsection 5.1). To further investigate the role of interlocking,
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Figure 7: Stressdistribution on one brick that is assumedin Mann and Müller’s model

Table 3: Parametric study on masonry typology: Elastic properties of unit and mortar

E (MPa) (kg=m3)

unit 20 200a 0.2a 2 600b

mortar 500 0.2 1 800

we alter the bond pattern to examine its influence on masonry shear strength

(subsection 5.2). With the help of a parallel computing framework, a much

larger wall size can be the simulated and we will also briefly discuss the effect

of the wall size on the masonry shearstrength. All previous discussion is based230

on rectangular units, representing brick masonry. To transit to stonemasonry,

we further study how the masonry strength is influenced by the unit shape

(subsection 5.4).

The numerical framework used has been summarized in Section 2. The

boundary condition usedwas introduced in Figure 7. The basematerial prop-235

erties are presented in Tables 3 and 4 (Zhang et al., 2018a).

The simulations are mainly conducted on the cluster Deneb at EPFL. This

high-performance computing cluster has 376 nodeswith two Ivy Bridge octo-

coresprocessorsrunning at 2:6GHz, and 64GB of DDR3 RAM. For the FEM
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Table 4: Parametric study on masonry typology: Inelastic properties of unit, mortar and

interface

ft (MPa) c (MPa) GI
c (N=m) GII

c (N=m)

unit 1.00b 2.00 1 000b 10 000 0.5

mortar 0.15 0.30 30 300 0.5

interface 0.05a 0.10a 10 100a 0.5

mesh, 6 node secondorder plane strain elements are used. The loading rate is240

0:005ms 1 and the simulation time dependson the specimensize. For instance,

for the largest specimenin this study, illustrated by the Figure 15c, the mesh

contains 2070639elements. The simulation takes 2 days while using 4 nodes in

Deneb (64 cores).

5.1. Influence of the unit aspectratio245

For the test setup in Figure 7, and with the material properties in Tables 3

(compared with Table 1, only the mortar elastic modulus has changed) and 4

(compared with Table 1, the assumptions(1), (2), (3), (4) are kept, we further

assumethat =beta is 2 and ft for interface is 0:05MPa), the force-deformation

curves, under different compression levels, N = 0:1, 0:5, 0:9MPa, are presented250

in Figure 8. The shear strength of the wall, i.e., the maximum shear resistance,

correspondsto the highest point of the curve, as indicated in Figure 8.

Figure 9 investigates the influence of the unit length, changing from l = 0:24

to 0:106 and 0:0525 m, on the shear strengths; these unit lengths correspond

to unit length over unit height ratios of l=h = 4:6 to 2:0 and 1:0, respectively.255

The four different subfigures present the results for different sets of material

parameters: the first three subfigures vary the nonlinear material properties,

i.e., = 0:5, GI
c = 10 Nm 1 for Figure 9a, = 0:5, GI

c = 1 Nm 1 for Figure

9b and = 0:8, GI
c = 10 Nm 1 for Figure 9c, while Figure 9d modifies the

elastic properties of the unit to be more representative of brick masonry, i.e.,260

density = 1994kgm 3, elastic modulus E =16 700MPa and Poisson’s ratio

= 0:15 (Zhang et al., 2018b). In these plots the continuous lines represent
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the estimation according to Mann and Müller and the markers the simulation

results. We can deduce from the figure: (1) As a first estimation, Mann and

Müller’s model matcheswell with the simulation results; (2) Mann and Müller’s265

model overestimates the effect of interlocking; For instance, if we consider a

compression level 0:5MPa and the material parameters = 0:8 and GI
c = 10

Nm 1 (Figure 9b), for a decreaseof l=h from 4:6 to 1:0, Mann and Müller’s

theory predicts a decreaseof 39% for the maximum shear resistance, while the

actual decreaseis only 20%. (3) The nonlinear material parameters, which270

are not considered by Mann and Müller’s model, e.g., the fracture energy, do

have a non negligible effect on the shear strength. For instance, for l=h = 4:6

and = 0:5, with fracture energy drops from 10Nm 1 to 1Nm 1, the shear

strength decreasesby 15%, 8%, 10%for compression levels of 0:1MPa, 0:5MPa,

0:9MPa, respectively; (4) Modification of the unit properties has negligibly275

effects on the simulation results. Comparing Figure 9a and Figure 9d with

different unit properties, the mean error of the maximum shear resistancesis

1%, while the largest error is 3%. The small difference comesfrom the fact that

in either case,the unit is much stiffer comparedto the mortar, which alsofulfills

the assumption of Mann and Müller.280

To facilitate the discussion, we focus on only onecompression level N = 0:5

MPa with = 0:5,GI
c = 10Nm 1 in the following sections. The shearstrengths

for different situations, e.g.,different arrangementsof the units, different mortar

thicknessesand variation of unit shapes,are summarized in Figure 10. The three

blue circles in Figure 10 are the same points in Figure 9a under compression285

0:5MPa. Other points in Figure 10 will be discussedin the following sections.
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shear strength. Simulation results are for shear-compressiontests under double bending and

with a mean compression stress of N = 0:5MPa.

5.2. Influence of the bond pattern and mortar thickness

As shown in the previous section, the fracture energy has a non negligible

effect on the masonry shear strength and is neglected by Mann and Müller’s

model. Another parameter that is also neglectedby Mann and Müller’s model290

is the mortar thickness. For historical masonry, this is of particular relevance,

becausethe mortar thickness varies considerably from caseto case. By doubling

the mortar thickness from t = 10 mm to t = 20 mm, the shear strength drops

by 12%, 7%, 8%, for unit shapesof l=h = 1:0, 2:0, 4:6, respectively.

In Mann and Müller’s model, the stress transfer via the head joints is ne-295

glected. In previous simulations, material properties for bed mortar and head

mortar are assumed to be the same. To investigate the influence of the head

joint mortar, we reduce the elastic modulus of the head joint mortar to 1=10of

that of the bed joint mortar and repeat the analysesfor two masonry typolo-

gies, i.e., for l=h = 4:6, t = 10mm and for l=h = 1:0, t = 20mm. For the first300

masonry typology, where the unit is long and the mortar is thin, the maximum

shear resistanceis hardly influenced by the head joint properties, while for the
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latter situation, where the unit is square and the mortar is thick, thus more

representative for stone masonry, the maximum shear resistance decreasesby

9% for the reducedelastic modulus of the head joint mortar. This suggeststhat305

for detailed micro-modeling of historical stone masonry, the effect of the head

joint mortar needs to be considered, while for brick masonry, the head joint

mortar doesnot influence the results significantly.

We then investigate the three assumptionsof Mann and Müller’s model. For

comparison, apart from running bond with overlapping distance l=2, we inves-310

tigate another bond pattern with overlapping distance l=4. The two typologies

are shown in Figure 11. We indicate four sections in Figure 11 along which the

stressdistribution will be investigated. The stressdistributions along the four

sections in Figure 11 are plotted in the four subfigures of Figure 12. The com-

pression stressand shear stressat two different loading stagesare presented, i.e.,315

for an elastic stageat around half the maximum resistanceindicated with solid

lines, and at maximum resistance indicated with dashed lines. To better view

the relation betweenstressdistribution and unit arrangements, the position of

each cross section examined is illustrated again near the x-axis of the corre-

sponding subfigure. According to the prediction by Mann and Müller’s model,320

the compressivestresswill follow a stair-stepped distribution (the length of each

stair step is half the length of the brick), asymmetric along the two adjacent

crosssections, as illustrated in Figure 7, while the shear stress is assumedto be

uniform.

Directly from Figure 12, we can conclude that: (1) The key assumption of325

Mann and Müller’s theory (assumption 2) is valid within the elastic range for

both bond patterns; (2) At maximum resistance, the shear stress is no longer

uniformly distributed along the brick length, i.e., the part with lower com-

pressive stress also sustains a lower level of shear stress, suggesting a stress re-

distribution before reaching the maximum resistance;(3) Both the shearstresses330

and the compression stressesdecreaseat the center of the sections, where the

sections cross the diagonal crack. The crack pattern of the masonry wall with

overlapping distance of l=4 is shown in Figure 13; (4) While Mann and Müller’s
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theory can be extendedto bond patterns with overlapping length l=4, the failure

criterion, assumption 3, is overly conservative, because the shear stress along335

the l=4 overlapping length decreasedsignificantly at maximum shear resistance,

which suggeststhat it failed at an early stage. This is further illustrated by the

deformation at maximum resistancein Figure 13, in which the l=4 overlapping

part has already detached. This conclusion showsthat any extension of Mann

and Müller’s theory to bond patterns different to running bond or extensionto340

stone masonry, needsto reconsider the failure criterion.

The error of extending Mann and Müller’s theory to other bond patterns

while still preserving the form in Equation 10 with = h
l , in which l i s

the overlapping length, can be quantitatively examined. For running bond, we

have = 2h
l , while for an overlapping length of l=4, we obtain = 4h

l . With345

the parameters listed in Table 4, while the typology changesfrom Figure 11a

to Figure 11b, the extended Mann and Müller’s model will predict a decrease

of 25% for maximum shear resistance. The actual difference of the maximum

shearresistancesfor the two situations in Figure 11 is within 1%, as indicated in

the force-displacementrelation in Figure 14. The third bond pattern included350

in the figure is the stack bond pattern, indicated by overlapping distance 0.

Compared with the other two bond patterns, the shear strength of stack bond

is 8% lower. What significantly distinguishes the stack bond from the other two

bond patterns is the early deviation of the force-displacement curve from the

elastic prediction, e.g., the effective stiffnessmeasuredby 70% of the maximum355

resistance is 55% lower than the stiffness of the running bond masonry.

For other brick dimensions, i.e., l=h = 1:0and 4:6, weexamine the samebond

pattern with overlapping length l=4. Although there is a significant difference

of LMT between overlapping length l=4 and overlapping length l=2, the shear

strengths of the walls under overlapping length l=4 are almost identical to those360

for running bond (Figure 10), which suggeststhat the LMT is not sufficient for

correlating the bed joint strength with the masonry shearstrength.
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Figure 11: Comparison of bond patterns: overlapping length l=2 (a) and overlapping length

l=4 (b) and positions of crosssections for stress distributions in Figure 12
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Figure 12: Comparison of stress distributions at elastic stage and maximum strength for

different bond patterns
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Figure 13: Deformation for overlapping length l=4 at maximum shear resistance
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Figure 14: Force displacement relation for different overlapping lengths

5.3. Influence of the size effect

Another factor that influences the masonry strength, which has not been

considered in previous studies, is the size effect. There are three factors that365

play a role with regard to the sizeeffect:
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1. The ratio of fracture energy with regard to the wall size. This effect

has been well studied and discussedfor mode I fracture of quasi-brittle

material, e.g., concrete (Bazant and Planas, 1997).

2. The relative size of the brick with regard to the wall size. For the same370

brick dimension, the larger the wall size, the more homogeneousthe ma-

terial is.

3. If randomness is considered, the relative size of the correlation length of

the random field with regard to the wall size.

Three wall sizes,0:79m, 1:49m and 2:99m, are considered, as illustrated in375

Figure 15. The unit shapeconsidered is l=h = 4:7. To simplify our discussion,

the material property is assumedto be constant as in Tables 3 and 4. Therefore

only the first two factors listed above are considered in the discussion.

Figure 16 comparesthe maximum shear resistancesfor three wall sizes. The

shear resistanceof the wall gradually increaseswith the decreaseof the wall size.380

More specifically, while the wall size decreasesfrom 2:99m to 0:79m, the wall

strength increasesby 14%. This suggeststhat the experimental tests that are

conducted on small walls will overestimate the strength of large walls found in

real buildings. Note that this conclusion needsto be verified for 3D structures

with large sliding algorithm.385

Homogenizedsimulations for masonry are built on the assumption that as

the size of the specimengets larger, the stresswill be more and more uniformly

distributed. For the wall size 0:79m, the stress distributions along the two

intersections in the middle, indicated in the Figure 11a, are presentedin Figure

12a, b, respectively. For convenienceof comparison, Figure 17 represents again390

the stressdistribution for wall size0:79m and also showsthe stressdistribution

for the wall size 2:99m.

As shown in Figure 17: (1) with the increaseof the wall size from 0:79m to

2:99m, the stress distribution along a chosencross section becomessmoother,

especially the shearstressdistribution; (2) for both wall sizes,the stressdistri-395

bution along the wall length changessignificantly after the elastic rangeand the
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stressdistribution at peak strength is much lessuniform than the stressdistri-

bution in the elastic range (Figure 12 and Figure 17), e.g., both shearstressand

compression stress decreaseat the center of the section; (3) despite the large

wall sizeconsidered(2:99m), there is still not a region within the wall wherethe400

stress is approximately uniform over an area considerably larger than the unit

size, which indicates that treating masonry as a homogeneousmaterial might

introduce errors.

2.99 m

1.49 m

0.79 m

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15: Illustration of different wall sizes
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Figure 16: Maximum shear resistancesfor different wall sizes
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Figure 17: Comparison of stress distributions at the elastic stage (solid lines) and the point

of maximum strength (dashed lines) for different wall sizes
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5.4. Influence of the unit shape: from rectangular to ellipse

The previous discussions on masonry typology are based on rectangular405

units, representing brick masonry. For stone masonry, however, the shapesof

units vary considerably. To study the effectsof unit shape,weanalyze the varia-

tion of maximum shearresistancewhen the unit shapechangesfrom rectangular

to ellipse in this section.

Starting from the rectangular patterns in the first row of Figure 18, we410

construct the corresponding elliptic patterns in the secondrow, following two

rules: (1) the ratio of major axis to minor axis of the ellipsea=bis kept the same

as the ratio of unit dimension l=h; (2) for each row of ellipses, the minimum

distance is 10mm, while the distance betweentwo adjacent rows are determined

to keep the ratio of mortar area to unit area the sameas in the corresponding415

rectangular typology. Figure 18 also shows the mesh resolution we used for

representing the different masonry typologies. It can be seenthat the mesh is

rather fine and the masonry typology is well representedby the meshresolution.

The maximum shear resistancesof the rectangular patterns in Figure 18 are

indicated by “t =20 mm overlap l=2” in Figure 10, while the elliptic patterns420

are indicated by “ellipse”. With l=h changesfrom 1:0 to 4:6 for rectangular

pattern, the maximum shear resistance increasesby 31%. For elliptic pattern,

however, the maximum shear resistance decreasesby 4% when a=b increases

from 1:0 to 4:6. Despite the large difference of LMT for elliptic patterns, the

maximum shear resistancesare similar, which confirms the previous conclusion425

that the LMT alone doesnot characterizewell the interlocking betweenstones.

At the sametime, the different trends for rectangular and elliptic patterns also

indicate that the unit shapeis essentialin establishing an effective interlocking.

The similarity of maximum shear resistancesfor square unit pattern l=h = 1

and sphereunit pattern a=b= 1, illustrated by the left column of Figure 18,430

suggestsalack of interlocking for squareunit pattern, which showsthat effective

interlocking also dependson the ratio l=h.

For the long unit (l=h = a=b = 4:7), the maximum shear resistance of

the patterns shown in the third column of Figure 18 differs by 21% (Figure
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10). To study the transition process,we gradually changethe unit shape from435

rectangular to ellipse, as illustrated in Figure 19, in which the mortar thickness

is determined by the two rules given above. In Figure 19, the block area ratio is

used(Section 3) to quantity the unit shape,e.g., for rectangular units, the block

area ratio is obviously 1:00, and for elliptical units, it is ( ab=4)=(ab)= 0:79.

The maximum shearresistancesareplotted against the block arearatio in Figure440

20. The results indicate a significant correlation between block area ratio and

the masonry maximum shear resistance.

To further interpret the interlocking effect, we plot the compressionstresses

on the brick surfacesat maximum shear resistancefor four different unit shapes

in Figure 21. According to Mann andMüller’s theory, for running bondmasonry,445

there is a vertical alternation of the compressionstress,in other words, there are

diagonal compressionbands forming through the bricks. This effect is clearly

seenin the subplot (a) of Figure 21. With the decreaseof the block area ratio

from 1:00 to 0:79, this effect is lessand lessobvious, i.e., the compressionstruts

becomemore and more vertical.450

The crack patterns at the maximum shear resistance are shown in Figure

22. While for rectangular units, the flexural cracks are still visible at the two

cornersof specimen,for elliptic unit, the deformation is purely shear. Since the

flexural resistanceis independent of the masonry typology, aswill be confirmed

in the next section, the difference of the crack patterns suggest a lower shear455

resistancefor elliptic unit, causedby the lack of effective interlocking.
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Figure 18: Comparison of rectangular unit and elliptic unit
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Figure 20: Maximum shear resistancewith regard to block area ratio
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Figure 21: Compressive stress for different masonry patterns
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Figure 22: Deformation at maximum shear resistancefor different masonry patterns

6. Correlation between maximum shear resistance and various in-

dexes

In this section, we examine the maximum shear resistancesof the different

stone masonry typologies shown in Figure 2 for different boundary conditions.460

We then investigate the correlation between maximum shear resistances and

typical indexes for stonemasonry, i.e., the LMT in vertical/diagonal direction

and the block area ratio. The material properties are those given in Tables

3 and 4. Apart from the double bending boundary condition illustrated in

Figure 7, we further consider a cantilever boundary condition. As in previous465

sections, three different compressionlevels are applied: N = 0:1MPa, 0:5MPa,

and 0:9MPa. Because the stone masonry specimens are asymmetric, for each

boundary condition and for each compression level, two loading directions are

considered, i.e., from left to right and from right to left. In total, 90 FEM

analyses are conducted.470

Typical crack patterns for each typology and each compression level are

shown in Figure 23 for the cantilever boundary condition and in Figure 24

for the double bending boundary condition. All crack patterns are plotted for
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the point of maximum shear resistance. The left column of each figure shows

the crack patterns for the lowest compression level (0:1MPa) and the right475

column those for the highest compression level (0:9MPa). For both boundary

conditions, weseea gradual transition from flexural dominated damageto shear

dominated damagewith increasingcompressionlevel(i.e. from left to right). For

high compression, shear cracks dominate the failure modes for both boundary

conditions (right column in Figures 23 and 24).480

For each boundary condition and for each compression level, five different

indexesarecomputed,i.e., LMT measuredin the vertical direction (with = 0:3

and = 1:0, illustrated in Figure 3), LMT measuredin the diagonal direction

(with = 0:3 and = 1:0, illustrated in Figure 3) and the block area ratio

(illustrated in Figure 4). The maximum shear resistancesare plotted against485

the different indexesin Figure 25 for the cantilever boundary condition, and in

Figure 26 for the double bending boundary condition. Indicated in each plot

are Pearson’slinear correlation coefficient and the coefficient of determination

r 2 .

From Figures 25 and 26, we find that: (1) When the wall fails in shear, the490

boundary condition has a smaller influence on the shear strength than if the

walls fails in flexure. For a compressionlevel of 0:5MPa, the shear strength in-

creasesby 22%when the boundary condition changesfrom cantilever to double-

bending (12% increase for compression level 0:9MPa). Under low compression

0:1MPa, since the flexural strength is determined by the flexural moment, the495

shear resistance doubles, from 0:06MPa to 0:12MPa while the boundary con-

dition changedfrom cantilever to double bending boundary condition. (2) For

a low compression level N = 0:1MPa, there is no linear correlation between

maximums shear resistancewith any index. This is explained by the fact that

the specimensexhibit a flexural failure and the flexural strength is not influ-500

encedby the masonry typology but is only dependent on the wall geometry and

static and kinematic boundary conditions. (3) For higher compression levels

of N = 0:5MPa and 0:9MPa, the shear failure starts to prevail (Figures 23

and 24). There is a positive correlation between maximum masonry shear re-
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sistancesand all indexes investigated, which also suggestsa positive correlation505

between those indexes. (4) Among all the indexes, the LMT in the diagonal

direction with = 0:3 gives the best correlation. The block area ratio is also

a good indicator of the maximum shear resistance. Note that the differences

among the points of one subfigure are purely causedby the differences between

the micro-structures of the various masonry typologies. The imperfect corre-510

lation between the geometrical indexes, i.e., LMTs and block area ratio, and

the shear strength showsthat the here investigated geometrical indexes cannot

characterize masonry typology completely.
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Figure 23: Typical crack patterns for cantilever boundary condition: left, 0:1MPa; middle,

0:5MPa; right, 0:9MPa.
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Figure 24: Typical crack patterns for double bending boundary condition: left, 0:1MPa;

middle, 0:5MPa; right, 0:9MPa.
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Figure 25: Correlation of shearstrength with different indexes for cantilever boundary condi-

tion
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7. Conclusion

The main objective of the current study is to investigate the influence of515

the masonry typology on masonry shear resistance. Traditionally, the effect of

interlocking is interpreted by Mann and Müller’s theory. By conducting nonlin-

ear analysis basedon a detailed micro-model with cohesiveelements, this study

shows that: (1) Mann and Müller’s main assumption, that the shear stress is

constant along the bed joint holds for the elastic stagebut is not valid any more520

at maximum shear resistance. (2) Though Mann and Müller’s model gives a

reasonableestimate of the shear strength, it overestimates the influence of in-

terlocking. (3) Extension of Mann and Müller’s model, to bond patterns other

than running bond or to stone masonry, requires careful examination, because

the failure of part of the joint doesnot necessarilyindicate reaching the maxi-525

mum shear resistance. It was found that shear stressesare redistributed along

the brick length (comparison between the stress distributions at elastic stage

and at maximum shear resistance in Figures 12 and 17). (4) Parameters which

are not included in Mann and Müller’s model, i.e., mortar thickness, fracture

energy, specimen size, do have a significant influence on the shear resistance of530

masonry.

Mann and Müller’s theory has been developedfor brick masonry. For stone

masonry, the LMT has been widely used as a quantitative indicator for the

interlocking betweenstones. Contrary to the intuition, we show in this study:

(1) a high value of the LMT doesnot guarantee high interlocking, as suggested535

by the study of different bond patterns in Section 5.2, and also supported by

the similarity of shear resistanceswhile the unit shapechangesfrom circle and

ellipse in Section 5.4, from which only moderate changesof shear strength were

observed despite the large differences in LMTs. The unit shape also has a

considerable effect on interlocking, which can be quantified by the block area540

ratio. It should be also noted that, in reality, masonry built with units close

to rectangles also tends to have a larger LMT. (2) For stone masonry, different

indexes, LMT and block area ratio, are often positively correlated. (3) For
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stonemasonry, LMT doesshowa positive correlation with shearstrength, while

flexural strength is independent of typology indexes. For this study, the best545

correlation with the masonry shear strength is obtained for the diagonal LMT

with = 0:3. The block arearatio alsoshowsalsoa strong correlation with the

masonry shear strength.

Several questions still remain to be answered. One question is the relation

betweendeformation capacity and the masonry typology. As shownin Figure 14,550

from running bond to stacking bond, though the shear strengths are relatively

similar, there is a large difference with regard to the force-deformation curve.

Another unanswered question is the size effect causedby random fields, which

is neglectedin the current study. Provided the samecorrelation length, a larger

sizewall will indicate a higher probability to have a weaker region, which will555

possibly weakenthe masonry strength, thus further intensify the size effect.
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